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Bai News
Nauclea Season
As mentioned in our 2nd newsletter, every year we have a busy period when it comes to gorillas visiting the
bai, the Nauclea season. Without going into much detail (and leaving as much space as possible for the
pictures): This year was a big fruiting season for the trees resulting in numerous gorilla visits and
interactions. Below are some of the best pictures we took during those busy busy days.

Indecisive gorillas (“Which fruit should I eat first?”)

Adults displaying

Children fighting

But also groups mingling
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Bai News
Tourist Season – Extracts from the guestbook
Like in many places, the months June until August means tourist season for
us. Last year we started a guestbook, to find out how tourists experience
Mbeli. Here are a couple of quotes, as a tribute/thank you to all our guests
(with whom we happily shared our animals’ stories) and maybe as an
incentive for others to come and visit us…
“My boys – Ace & Luca – and I had a great time here. We didn’t see any gorilla groups but we did see two
solitary gorillas and two groups of elephants. […] We enjoyed the camp. It is well organized and a very
nice group of guys. […]” – Scott Payton, August 2014.
“Dear Mbeli-Team, we were mesmerized by your beautiful nature and
its wonderful animals. We would like to thank you for your warming
welcome. ” – Ivory Tours Group, August 2014.
“A great day; [….] once the day started warming up a group of gorillas
moved in with a bit of display. […] Now, about to leave, there are only 5
gorillas in the bai… what a smashing day.” – Alan Cassidy, April 2015
“Tally: Gorilla groups…6
Solitary gorilla…2
Elephants…5
Marsh Mongoose…1 family
Fish Eagle…Many
[…] A great plentiful 2 days! Thanks to Marie & Valerie for explaining
things & pointing out and naming gorillas. Thanks to our trackers for
near supernatural senses […] We love Mbeli Bai!” - Jen & Jesse, July
2015.

“I can genuinely say that Mbeli Bai has been one of the most beautiful
places I have been in my life” – Chris & Kaye, July 2015

Newborns
Ranjan: July 25th, 2015 born to Raksha in Khan’s group
Cami: August 28th, 2015 born to Combeli
August: May 17th, 2015 born to Ava

August with mother
Ava & brother Andy

Cami

Raksha & Ranjan
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Research News
Bye Bye Marie Manguette
Marie first came to Mbeli Bai as a
volunteer research assistant in 2011 for
one year after which she returned as site
manager in 2012. In the last four years
Marie has made a major contribution to not
only the running of the site, but also
implementing new research projects and
ideas.

Julian - Marie’s favorite elephants

She has collaborated closely with Dr Thomas Breuer in writing grants and obtaining funding for the
continuous studies that have been carried out over the last twenty years, systemizing the digital data files
and finding new approaches to data collection and analysis. She also wrote the data collection protocols
that we are currently using. These last four years have been more than just a job for Marie, it has been
her life and her passion.
Marie will now concentrate her efforts and time on the PhD that she started in January 2014 with the Max
Planck Institute in Leipzig, Germany. She will be using data that has been collected over the last 20 years
to better understand the gorilla population demography, female transfer patterns and reproductive
success. We look forward to reading her published articles.

Pictures of the month
July 2015 - Sunbird batihng
August 2015 - Henriette & her son
Harry

Sept 2015 - Quiff, looking like she has a smoke
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Research News
Bye Bye - Valerie Brookes
In August we had to say goodbye to Valerie, our expat
research assistant. She did a fine job fulfilling the daily tasks
and really helped us out with the renewal of our elephant ID
cards. What’s more, her humor kept us in good spirits during
those long working hours. Valerie, we truly hope you enjoyed
your time with us and may it be a small comfort to you but the
insects are now all over us.

Hello again - Jana Robeyst
At the end of August we were rejoined by Jana, our
previous expat research assistant. Next year she’ll
start a PhD using the elephant database of Mbeli bai.
She’ll work at the University of Stirling and will be
supervised by Dr. Phyllis Lee.
Jana will not only look at the population demographics
and social structure but will also analyze the bai
visitation patterns (and see how they have changed through the years)
and the way the elephants interact when competing over a nutritious
source. She’ll stay with us until the end of November and will be helping
out with our daily data collection as well as already trying to clean up the
database as much as possible.

We thank all our donors for their support

Stand off (above) & careful greeting
(below) between adult males
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Featured Story
Scout, Poko & Lyle
Some more groups
Lyle

Inevitably, when we have lots of solitary silverbacks around the same age
we will at one point have to start adding more new groups to our database.
Last newsletter we mentioned Courtney, a solitary silverback who had
formed a new all male group. Between then and now we added three more
groups to our database, this time they are all breeding groups. Lyle and
Scout were two known solitaries whom now moved up the ranks to
dominant silverbacks. Lyle’s females have unfortunately been, up until now, too afraid to properly enter
the bai. And thus they have not yet received a name since we are not yet able to identify them.
Joining Scout is Mint (who disappeared in January 2014), Fig (disappeared in 2011),
Scout
Audeille (also disappeared in 2011), Kakala and Bambu (both are new to the
population). Three of the females have also already given Scout his first kids; we have
Bambu with Boto, Fig with Ficus and Audeille with Arbre. The theme for the group is
trees with Kakala, Bambu and Boto being local names for local tree species and Arbre
meaning ‘tree’ in french.

Mint

Bambu & Boto
Kakala

Audeille

Fig & Ficus

The third group marked the arrival of a new silverback joined by both known and Poko
unknown females. The theme of the group became ‘animals in lingala’. The silverback has a large crest and looks quite impressive, so we called him Poko, which
means ‘mouse’… The new females were named Esende & Ngulu, meaning
‘squirrel’ and ‘red river hog’ respectively. The females already known to the population are Fiona, Acapella & Mogwai (who all transferred from Tuba), Bianca (missing
since 2013) & Denise (who left her father Gretsky June this year).
The group might be new to use but the females have transferred to Poko well before we first saw them
with him. So, like in Scout’s group, already enough time has passed for two of the females to get pregnant
and give birth; Bianca gave birth to Bemba (meaning ‘duiker’) and Fiona to Farasa (meaning ‘horse’).
Fiona

Ngulu

Bianca & Bemba

Farasa

Denise

Mogwai

Acapella

Esende

